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The multiplet structures of Cr31 and V31 in a-Al2O3 (a-Al2O3 :Cr31 and a-Al2O3 :V31) have been calcu-
lated based on a hybrid method of the density-functional theory ~DFT! and the configuration interaction ~CI!
calculation ~DFT-CI approach!. The correction to the electron correlation effects was estimated from the
consistency between the single-electron DFT calculation and the many-electron DFT-CI calculation. The
observed multiplet structures were predicted satisfactorily without referring to any experimental data. Using
the explicitly obtained many-electron wave functions, the intensities of the electric-dipole transition were also
calculated numerically and the polarization of the absorption spectra of a-Al2O3 :Cr31 ~ruby! was qualitatively
reproduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
As is well known, the ligand-field theory has been suc-
cessful in explaining the optical properties of transition-
metal ~TM! ions in crystals.1 The multiplets of the TM ions
in the octahedral ~or tetrahedral! symmetry are expressed in
terms of the Racah parameters ~B and C! and the crystal-field
parameter ~D!. However, these parameters are determined
from the optical spectra under a certain trial assignment of
the observed peaks. Therefore the correct parameters cannot
be obtained unless the optical spectrum of the material is
available and well understood. Even if the correct parameters
are determined from the experimental data, the meanings of
the parameters are somewhat ambiguous, since the effect of
covalency and the effect of electron correlations are absorbed
in the empirical parameters during the fitting process, al-
though this was one of the essential reasons for the great
success of the ligand-field theory as an ‘‘empirical’’ method.
Moreover, the traditional analysis cannot provide the explicit
form of the many-electron wave functions. Therefore the
transition probability between the multiplets cannot be esti-
mated without a drastic approximation such as the closure.1
In order to circumvent the above-mentioned shortcomings
of the traditional approach, a first-principles calculation is
quite necessary. In the present paper, we have calculated the
multiplet structures of ruby (a-Al2O3:Cr31) and
a-Al2O3:V31 based on a hybrid method of the density-
functional theory ~DFT! and the configuration interaction
~CI! calculation. Ruby is, needless to say, a beautiful gem-
stone and known as the first solid-state laser in history.2 The
so-called ruby pressure scale using its fluorescence lines is
particularly popular in high-pressure science3–5 because of
the simplicity and the accuracy of optical measurements in
the diamond-anvil cell ~DAC! experiments. The electronic
structure of ruby has been studied extensively based on the
ligand-field theory with some additional parameters such as
the trigonal-field parameter or the spin-orbit interaction
parameter.6–9 However, the reports on the first-principles
calculation of the multiplet structure of ruby are rather
limited.10–12 The electronic structure of a-Al2O3:V31 has
also been studied in detail based on a similar semiempirical
approach.13,14
Based on the single-electron cluster calculation, theoreti-
cal prediction of the optical spectra of ruby has been at-
tempted by Ohnishi and Sugano10 and Xia et al.11 using ana-
lytic relations between the molecular-orbital energies and the
multiplet energies. However, in these works, only the posi-
tions of the R line (2E) and the U band (4T2) were esti-
mated, since simple relations could not be obtained for other
multiplets.
Recently, a first-principles calculation of the entire mul-
tiplet structure of ruby has been carried out by Duan et al.12
and the pressure dependence of the multiplet structure of
ruby has been well reproduced. They predicted an anomalous
local relaxation which could explain the observed frequency
shifts. However, their calculation was based on the analytic
multiplet approach using the atomic Racah parameters and
the matrix elements were calculated in the octahedral ap-
proximation. Although the effect of the covalency was taken
into account by multiplying the orbital deformation param-
eters on the electron-electron repulsion integrals, these pa-
rameters were adjusted to the optical spectra of ruby under
zero pressure for the quantitative analysis of the pressure
dependence of the multiplet structure. Moreover, it would be
difficult for their approach to predict the intensity of the
optical spectra, since the optical spectra of ruby are domi-
nated by the electric-dipole transitions arising from the trigo-
nal distortion of the many-electron wave functions which
was ignored in their calculation.
Recently, we have also calculated the multiplet structure
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of ruby15 based on a computational approach similar to that
proposed by Watanabe and Kamimura,16,17 which was a hy-
brid method of the spin-restricted density-functional theory
~SRDFT! and the configuration interaction ~CI! calculation
~SRDFT-CI approach!. In this calculation, the effect of co-
valency was directly taken into account through the numeri-
cal calculation of the electron-electron repulsion integrals us-
ing the molecular orbitals obtained by the cluster calculation.
However, there are two shortcomings in our previous ap-
proach. One is the computational method of the matrix ele-
ments of the many-electron Hamiltonian and the other is the
effect of electron correlations.
The many-electron Hamiltonian for the impurity electrons
~H! consists of the effective single-electron Hamiltonian in-
cluding the potential from the core and valence electrons ~h!
and the electron-electron repulsion interaction among the im-
purity electrons. For the calculation of the matrix elements of
H, the explicit from of h should be known. However, the
actual calculation of the exchange-correlation part of h is
somewhat complicated. Therefore, in our previous calcula-
tion, we adopted a more efficient method proposed by
Fazzio, Caldas, and Zunger ~FCZ approach!. In this method,
all single-electron mean-field effects are formally separated
from the many-electron effects.18,19 As a result, the matrix
elements of h can be obtained without knowing the explicit
form of h. Although the average energy of each state in the
Oh notation could be reproduced well by this approach, the
trigonal splits of these states could not be reproduced even
qualitatively, which would be fatal for the analysis of the
polarization of the optical spectra. This is due to the octahe-
dral approximation and the neglect of the off-diagonal ele-
ments for the matrix elements of h. Since the explicit form of
h has been already obtained by Watanabe and Kamimura for
the case of the classical Xa potential,20 we also calculated
the multiplet structure of ruby using their formula.21 This
approach is referred to as the direct matrix calculation
~DMC! approach in the present paper. Then the qualitative
behavior of the trigonal-field splits of the quartets was repro-
duced and the degeneracy of each state was significantly im-
proved, implying that the configuration interactions were
taken into account more appropriately. However, in the
DMC approach, the absolute energies of the quartets were
significantly overestimated implying that the form of the
exchange-correlation part of h is not the best. Therefore an
improvement of h using a more sophisticated theoretical ap-
proach such as generalized gradient approximation ~GGA!
~Refs. 22–24! would be quite necessary. However, unfortu-
nately an improved form of h has not been obtained yet.
Instead, in the present paper, we propose a more efficient
approach by combining the advantages of the FCZ approach
with those of the DMC approach. In this approach, a
configuration-dependent correction ~CDC! is introduced and
added to the matrix elements of the present DMC approach.
These corrections are estimated by a method similar to the
FCZ approach. The multiplet structure of ruby has been also
calculated by this CDC approach and both the absolute en-
ergies and the trigonal splits of the quartets were reproduced
satisfactorily.
Next, we consider the effect of electron correlations. In
our previous calculation, the calculated multiplet energies
were somewhat overestimated especially in the doublets due
to the underestimation of the effect of electron correlations.
In principle, electron correlations can be systematically taken
into account through the CI calculation with sufficient
amount of Slater determinants as basis functions. In our pre-
vious calculation, however, the Slater determinants consist-
ing only of the impurity-state orbitals were considered.
Therefore the subspace for the diagonalization of the many-
electron Hamiltonian was not sufficient to describe the effect
of electron correlations accurately. However, since the basic
multiplet structure can be reproduced even by such a limited
calculation, the remaining effect of electron correlations is
quite simple: a reduction of the electron-electron repulsion
integrals. In spite of the simplicity of the physical image, it is
generally quite inefficient to accomplish the remaining cor-
rections only by the CI calculations. Therefore, instead of
performing such intensive calculations, the effect of electron
correlations has been frequently taken into account by intro-
ducing a certain reduction factor to be multiplied on the
electron-electron repulsion integrals. For example, de Groot
et al. calculated the multiplet structures appearing in the core
excitation spectra of several TM compounds using atomic
multiplet approach.25 In their calculation, a suitable reduc-
tion factor was introduced and multiplied on the Slater inte-
grals. In this case, the reduction factor includes both the ef-
fect of covalency and the effect of electron correlations.
In the present work, we also introduced a certain reduc-
tion factor to be multiplied on the electron-electron repulsion
integrals. Since the effect of covalency is already included in
the electron-electron repulsion integrals calculated by the
molecular orbitals, the remaining correction is the effect of
electron correlations. Therefore we call it the correlation cor-
rection ~CC! factor. For the theoretical prediction of the mul-
tiplet structure, the CC factor should be estimated without
referring to any experimental data. Considering the fact that
electron correlations are partly included within the single-
electron calculation based on DFT, we estimated the CC fac-
tor from the consistency between the DFT calculation and
the multiplet calculation. In this method, not only the spin-
restricted DFT calculation but also the spin-unrestricted DFT
calculation is combined with the CI calculation. Therefore,
in the present paper, this approach is referred to as the
DFT-CI approach so that it can be distinguished from the
previous SRDFT-CI approach. By the calculation based on
the DFT-CI approach, the multiplet structures of ruby and
a-Al2O3:V31 were reproduced quite satisfactorily without
referring to any experimental data and the effect of electron
correlation as well as the effect of covalency were evaluated
quantitatively.
In the DFT-CI calculation, the many-electron wave func-
tions are explicitly obtained as linear combination of the
Slater determinants. Therefore a direct calculation of various
physical quantities such as transition probability is possible.
In the TM-doped a-Al2O3, an impurity TM ion is octahe-
drally coordinated by six oxygen ions. However, this oxygen
octahedron is trigonally distorted. As a result, the electric-
dipole transition is slightly allowed and contribute to the
absorption spectra. Therefore, in the present work, the inten-
sities of the electric-dipole transition in ruby and
a-Al2O3:V31 have been calculated numerically using the
trigonally distorted many-electron wave functions. The cal-
culated intensities reproduced the polarization of the absorp-
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tion spectra of ruby qualitatively. In the case of
a-Al2O3:V31, a similar calculation could not reproduce the
polarization of the 3T2 state, implying the importance of the
other effects such as the spin-orbit interaction or the dynamic
Jahn-Teller effect.
II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATION
A. Hamiltonian of the impurity electrons
In the present calculation, only the electrons occupying
the impurity states are considered explicitly. Thus, instead of
the exact Hamiltonian for all electrons in the system, we






(j,i g~ri ,rj!, ~2.1!
where ri is the position of the ith electron and M is the
number of electrons occupying the impurity states. The first
and the second terms of H represent one-electron operators
and two-electron operators, respectively. The one-electron
operator consists of the kinetic energy, the Coulomb poten-
tial from the nuclei, Vext(r), and the Coulomb repulsion en-





On the other hand, the two-electron operator represents the
Coulomb repulsion interaction between the electrons occu-





where ri j is the distance between the ith electron and the j th
electron. This effective many-electron Hamiltonian H is then
diagonalized within the subspace spanned by the Slater de-
terminants F i constructed from the impurity-state orbitals
obtained by the single-electron cluster calculation. The ma-




















pq ^i j ugukl& , ~2.4!
where L is the number of the impurity-state orbitals and Ai j
pq
and Bi jkl
pq are coefficients. Here, ^iuhu j& and ^i j ugukl& are
defined by
^iuhu j&5E f i*~r!h~r!f j~r!dr, ~2.5!
and
^i j ugukl&5E E f i*~r1!f j*~r2! 1r12 fk~r1!f l~r2!dr1dr2 ,
~2.6!
respectively, where f are the impurity-state orbitals obtained
by the cluster calculation. By diagonalizing this matrix, the
eigenvectors (an1 , an2 , . . . , anK) are obtained and the many-
electron wave functions Cn are expressed as linear combi-
nation of the Slater determinants,
Cn5an1F11an2F21fl1anKFK , ~2.7!
where K is the number of the Slater determinants. Therefore







anp* anqHpq , ~2.8!
in terms of the matrix elements of H and the eigenvectors.
B. Single-electron calculation
The single-electron cluster calculation was carried out
self-consistently based on the local density-functional ap-
proach. For comparison, two types of the exchange-
correlation potential were adopted: One was the Slater’s Xa
potential26 with a50.7 and the other was the local-spin-
density approximation ~LSDA! potential proposed by Vosko,
Wilk, and Nusair.27,28 The molecular orbitals were con-
structed as a linear combination of the numerically generated
atomic orbitals ~NAO!. The NAO’s were refined flexibly to
the chemical environment in each iteration. All integrations
were carried out numerically using pseudorandom sampling
points.29 The details of this program have been described by
Adachi et al.30 Since all electrons including core electrons
are treated explicitly, this program has been applied for the
analysis of core-excitation spectra for various oxides.31–34
The spectral features as well as the absolute transition energy
have been well reproduced and the peaks in the spectra were
clearly explained and classified in terms of the chemical
bonding state. This program has also been used to clarify the
chemical bondings in various TM compounds.35,36
C. Fazzio-Caldas-Zunger FCZ approach
For the calculation of the matrix elements of the effective
many-electron Hamiltonian H, the explicit form of V0(r) is
required. Although the analytical form of this potential was
given by Watanabe and Kamimura in the case of the classical
Xa potential,20 a more efficient computational method has
been proposed by Fazzio, Caldas, and Zunger.18,19 In this
method, all single-electron mean-field effects are formally
separated from the many-electron effects. Both of these ef-
fects can be calculated without knowing the explicit form of
V0(r) as explained below.
In the octahedral approximation, the Slater determinants
constructed from the impurity states can be classified accord-
ing to the number of electrons occupying the t2g and eg
states ~m and n!. Then the diagonal matrix element of the ith
Slater determinant belonging to the (t2g)m(eg)n configura-
tion, or (m ,n) configuration for simplicity, is expressed as
E~m ,n;i !5Eˆ ~m ,n !1DE~m ,n;i !, ~2.9!
where Eˆ (m ,n) is the average energy of all Slater determi-
nants belonging to the (m ,n) configuration and DE(m ,n;i)
is the deviation of E(m ,n;i) from Eˆ (m ,n). The value of
Eˆ (m ,n) relative to another configuration, (m8,n8) corre-
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sponds to the total-energy difference between these two con-
figurations. Therefore it can be well approximated by the
single-electron energy difference calculated for the Slater’s
transition state.26 As we have already pointed out, however,
the difference in the single-electron energy between the
ground state and the Slater’s transition state is negligible in
the present case.15 Thus we have evaluated the total-energy
difference by the single-electron energy difference in the
ground state in practice. Then the energy difference between
the adjacent configuration is generally expressed as
Eˆ ~m21,n11 !2Eˆ ~m ,n !5Deff , ~2.10!
where Deff is the effective crystal-field split defined as the
difference between the energies of t2g and eg states,
Deff5«e2« t . ~2.11!
Then the average energy of the (m ,n) configuration relative
to the (m1n ,0) configuration can be simply expressed as
Eˆ ~m ,n !5nDeff . ~2.12!














pq ^i j ugukl& ,
~2.13!
where the matrix elements of Sh are replaced by
D(m ,n)dpq . In order to determine the value of D(m ,n) for
each configuration, the contribution of the average value of
the electron-electron interaction term should be subtracted.
This procedure can be accomplished by setting the average
energy of the (m ,n) configuration to be nDeff ,
1
N~m ,n ! (pP~m ,n ! Hpp5nDeff , ~2.14!
where N(m ,n) is the number of the Slater determinants be-
longing to the (m ,n) configuration and the sum of p is taken
over all these Slater determinants. In this method, the off-
diagonal matrix elements of Sh are completely neglected
and the diagonal elements are estimated in the octahedral
approximation.
D. Direct matrix calculation DMC approach
The explicit form of V0(r) in the effective single-electron
Hamiltonian has already been derived by Watanabe and Ka-




4 FrG~r!Vxc$rG~r!%2r0G~r!Vxc$r0G~r!%r impG ~r!
2Vxc$r imp
G ~r!%G , ~2.15!
where rG, r imp
G
, and r0
G represent the charge density of all
electrons, that of the electrons occupying the impurity states,
and that of the remaining electrons, respectively, and Vxc is
the Slater’s Xa potential. The superscript G indicates the
values in the ground state. In the direct matrix calculation
~DMC! approach, the matrix elements of the effective single-
electron Hamiltonian are calculated by Eq. ~2.4! using V0(r)
defined by Eq. ~2.15!. Because the molecular orbitals used in
the Slater determinants are eigenfunctions of the ordinary







the off-diagonal matrix elements of Sh(r) are not necessar-
ily zero, although they are completely neglected in the FCZ
approach. In the DMC approach, these off-diagonal elements
are calculated directly and the configuration interactions
among the Slater determinants can be evaluated more appro-
priately.
E. Configuration-dependent correction CDC approach
In our previous calculation, we found that the FCZ ap-
proach was effective for the prediction of the average energy
of each state in the Oh notation, however, the trigonal-field
splits could not be described properly.21 This is due to the
octahedral approximation and the neglect of the off-diagonal
elements for the matrix elements of Sh . On the other hand,
the DMC method describes the trigonal-field splits properly,
but significantly overestimates the absolute energies of the
multiplets, implying that the expression of V0(r) defined by
Eq. ~2.15! is not the best. Although an improvement of the
expression of V0(r) using a more sophisticated approach
such as GGA ~Refs. 22–24! is quite important, it has not
been accomplished yet. Considering that the absolute energy
of the multiplets can be well evaluated by the FCZ approach,
it is natural to apply a similar configuration-dependent cor-
rection ~CDC! technique to the matrix element of the DMC
approach. In this CDC approach, the matrix elements of the
Hamiltonian (Hpq8 ) are expressed as
Hpq8 5Hpq1DCDC~m ,n !dpq , ~2.17!
where DCDC(m ,n) is the correction to the matrix elements of
Sh for the states belonging to the (m ,n) configuration. The
values of DCDC(m ,n) are determined from Eq. ~2.14! as in
the case of the FCZ approach by inserting Hpp8 instead of
Hpp.
F. Correlation correction factor
In the present calculation, only the impurity-state orbitals
are used for the construction of the Slater determinants.
Therefore the number of the Slater determinants is not suffi-
cient to describe the effect of electron correlations accu-
rately. Since the basic multiplet structure can be obtained
even by such a limited calculation, the remaining effect of
electron correlations is a reduction of the effective electron-
electron repulsion energy. In the present work, we introduce
a correlation correction factor c and define the effective
electron-electron repulsion integrals by
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^i j ugukl&eff5c^i j ugukl&. ~2.18!
The matrix elements of the many-electron Hamiltonian are
calculated using these effective electron-electron repulsion
integrals. Considering the fact that electron correlations are
partly included within the spin-unrestricted single-electron
DFT calculation, we tentatively determined the value of c,
from the consistency between the single-electron DFT calcu-
lation and the many-electron multiplet calculation. This pro-
cedure can be formulated as follows.
In the density-functional formalism, the ground-state en-
ergy of an N-electron system EN can be written in terms of
the ground-state charge density rG(r) and the potential due










Here the first, second, third, and last terms represent the ki-
netic energy, the potential energy due to Vext(r), the Cou-
lomb repulsion energy, and the exchange-correlation energy.
In the present calculation, we consider only electrons occu-
pying the impurity states. Thus we divide EN







G is a part related only to the charge density of the















G is a part related to the charge density of the elec-




G ~r!#1E r impG ~r!Vext~r!dr
1
1





1E E r impG ~r!r0G~r8!ur2r8u drdr81Eex@rG~r!#
2Eex@r0
G~r!# . ~2.22!
Now we compare this result with the eigenvalue of the
effective many-electron Hamiltonian H. As we have already
mentioned, in the eigenenergy expressed by Eq. ~2.8!, the
effect of electron correlations is underestimated due to the
insufficiency of the number of the Slater determinants. How-
ever, the remaining effect of electron correlations can be
taken into account by introducing the CC factor c to be mul-
tiplied on the electron-electron repulsion integrals. Then the
matrix elements of the effective many-electron Hamiltonian




















pq ^i j ugukl&. ~2.23!
Since the eigenvectors are obtained by diagonalizing this
matrix, the many-electron wave functions also depend on c,
Cn~c !5an1~c !F11an2~c !F21fl1anK~c !FK .
~2.24!








anp* ~c !anq~c !Hpq~c !. ~2.25!
With the appropriate value of c, the eigenenergy of the





The consideration of this CC factor c is equivalent to an
approximation using the following effective Hamiltonian in-






(j,i g8~ri ,rj!, ~2.27!






In other words, the electron-electron repulsion integrals are
reduced uniformly in this approximation.
Although the value of c can be evaluated by Eq. ~2.26!,
the accuracy of the total-energy calculation is rather uncer-
tain. In the present work, we have developed a more effec-
tive method to evaluate the value of c from first principles,
using a spin-flip excitation within the states consisting of the
same spatial orbitals. For example, we consider a case of
three impurity electrons in the Oh symmetry. In this case, the
ground state and the spin-flip excited state can be expressed
as (t2g ↑)3 and (t2g ↑)2(t2g ↓)1, respectively. In the local-
density-functional formalism, the energy difference between








G is the total energy of the (t2g ↑)3 configuration and
EN
E is the total energy of the (t2g ↑)2(t2g ↓)1 configura-
tion, while « t↓
TS and « t↑
TS are single-electron orbital energies
for the t2g ↓ and t2g ↑ states calculated in the
(t2g ↑)2.5(t2g ↓)0.5 configuration. As we have shown in Eq.
~2.20!, EN
G (ENE) can be divided into two parts,
H ENG5E0G1E impGENE5E0E1E impE , ~2.30!
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where E0
G (E0E) is a part related only to the core and valence
electrons while E imp
G (E impE ) is a part related to the electrons
occupying the impurity states. Since the (t2g ↑)3 and
(t2g ↑)2(t2g ↓)1 states consist of the same spatial orbitals, we
neglect the relaxation of the core and valence electrons dur-
ing the transition (E0G;E0E). Therefore we can drop these








G (E impE ) is equal to the corresponding eigen-
value of H when the appropriate CC factor cG (cE) is
adopted,
H EG~cG!5E impGEE~cE!5E impE . ~2.32!
Here we also assume that the difference between cG and cE
is negligible, since the (t2g ↑)3 and (t2g ↑)2(t2g ↓)1 states
consist of the same spatial orbitals. By setting cG5cE5c ,
we obtain




In the actual multiplet energy levels, several states may cor-
respond to the spin-flip excited state. For example, the
(t2g ↑)2(t2g ↓)1 configuration corresponds to four different
states, 2T2 , 2T1 , 2E , and 4A2 (Sz5 12 ) in the multiplet
energy level, where Sz is the z component of the total spin.
In such a case, we take gravity center of the corresponding























In the present work, the value of c was determined by this
equation.
The physical meaning of this equation is quite simple. For
example, in the case of three impurity electrons in the Oh
symmetry, we consider a spin-flip transition from Sz5 32 to
Sz5 12 within the (t2g)3 configuration. This transition corre-
sponds to the transition from t2g ↑ to t2g ↓ in terms of the
spin-unrestricted single-electron energy level and the transi-
tion energy can be calculated by the Slater’s transition state
method. On the other hand, the same transition corresponds
to the transitions from 4T2 (Sz5 32 ) to four different states,
2T2 , 2T1 , 2E , and 4A2 (Sz5 12 ) in terms of the multiplet
energy level. The two different descriptions are schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 1.
G. Transition probability
An impurity TM ion in a-Al2O3 is octahedrally coordi-
nated by six oxygen ions. This oxygen octahedron is trigo-
nally distorted, and the electric-dipole transitions are slightly
allowed. The multiplet energies of these materials are fre-
quently analyzed in the octahedral approximation. However,
such calculations cannot predict the transition probabilities
between the multiplets directly, since the electric-dipole tran-
sition between these multiplets are strictly forbidden in the
octahedral approximation. In the present work, the trigonally
distorted many-electron wave functions are obtained explic-
itly using the trigonally distorted molecular orbitals obtained
by the cluster calculation. Therefore the transition probabil-
ity of the electric-dipole transition between the multiplets
can be calculated directly. The oscillator strength of the
electric-dipole transition can be calculated by1
I i f52~E f2Ei!U K C iU( rkeUC f L U2 ~2.36!
where C i and C f are the many-electron wave functions of
the initial and final states, while Ei and E f are the energy
eigenvalues of these states. rk denotes the position of the kth
electron and e denotes the unit vector parallel to the direction
of the electric field.
H. Model clusters
In order to determine the appropriate cluster size for the
present investigation, we considered three clusters of differ-
FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations
of the spin-flip transition energy
DE within the (t2g)3 configura-
tion in the Oh symmetry (Sz5 32
→Sz5 12 ) in terms of the single-
electron energy level ~left! and in
terms of the multiplet energy level
~right!, where sz denotes the z
component of the spin of each
electron and Sz denotes the z com-
ponent of the total spin.
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ent size as shown in Fig. 2. The clusters ~a!, ~b!, and ~c!
consist of 41, 63, and 111 atoms, respectively. These clusters
were constructed based on the crystal data of a-Al2O3 and
approximately 4000 point charges were located at the exter-
nal atomic sites so as to reproduce the effective Madelung
potential. The TM ion was located at the center of each clus-
ter. In the clusters ~a!, ~b!, and ~c!, 7, 14, and 26 aluminum
ions were included, respectively, and all of the first-neighbor
six oxygen ions to these aluminum ions were taken into ac-
count. Basis sets used in the present calculations were 1s-2p
for oxygen, 1s-3d for aluminum, and 1s-4p for chromium
or vanadium. Numerical integrations were carried out using
30 000, 40 000, and 80 000 sampling points for the clusters
~a!, ~b!, and ~c!, respectively.
III. SINGLE-ELECTRON ENERGY LEVELS
A. Cluster size dependence
The calculated spin-restricted single-electron energy lev-
els of ruby using the clusters ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! are shown in
Fig. 3, where the energies of the highest occupied molecular
orbitals are set at zero. All calculations were carried out us-
ing the Slater’s Xa potential. The valence band mainly con-
sists of the O-2p orbitals and the conduction band mainly
consists of the Al-3s , 3p , 3d orbitals. There are impurity
states corresponding to the t2g and eg states in the Oh nota-
tion, mainly consisting of the 3d orbitals of the impurity
chromium ion. Due to the presence of the trigonal crystal
field, the t2g state further splits into the states with a and e
symmetry. If we define the effective crystal-field split Deff as
the difference between the energy of the eg state and the
average energy of the t2g state, the calculated values of Deff
are 2.12, 2.11, and 2.12 eV for the clusters ~a!, ~b!, and ~c!,
respectively. Therefore the variation of Deff is quite small.
The trigonal splits of the t2g state, « t(a)2« t(e) , are 20.04,
0.03, and 0.06 eV for the clusters ~a!, ~b! and ~c!, respec-
tively. Therefore the positions of t2g(a) and t2g(e) are re-
versed between the cluster ~a! and the cluster ~b!, while the
results of the cluster ~b! and the cluster ~c! are qualitatively
consistent. As the number of atoms in the cluster is in-
creased, the widths of the valence band and the conduction
band become slightly broader. The relative position of the
impurity states from the top of the valence band slightly
changes between the cluster ~a! and the cluster ~b!, while
FIG. 2. ~Color! Model clusters for the transition-metal ~TM! doped a-Al2O3 consisting of ~a! 41, ~b! 63, and ~c! 111 atoms. The small
red sphere, small blue sphere, and large yellow sphere denote TM ions, aluminum ions, and oxygen ions, respectively.
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there is no significant change between the cluster ~b! and the
cluster ~c!. Therefore the electronic structure around the im-
purity states is almost the same between the cluster ~b! and
the cluster ~c!. In order to confirm this result, we also inves-
tigated the composition of the Cr-3d orbitals within the
impurity-state orbitals by the Mulliken population analysis37
as listed in Table I. As shown in the table, the Cr-3d com-
positions at the t2g(a), t2g(e), and eg states change 1.4, 1.6,
and 2.8%, respectively, between the cluster ~a! and the clus-
ter ~b!. On the other hand, the change of the Cr-3d compo-
sition in each orbital is within 0.2% between the cluster ~b!
and the cluster ~c!. Thus we conclude that the impurity-state
orbitals are well described by the cluster ~b! and the calcu-
lations of the multiplet structures of ruby and a-Al2O3:V31
were carried out using the cluster ~b! in the present work.
B. Exchange-correlation potential dependence
The spin-restricted density functional calculation for the
~CrAl14O48!512 cluster was also carried out using the LSDA
potential. The results are shown in Fig. 4, together with the
results using the Xa potential. In this figure, the top of the
valence bands are set at zero. The calculated effective
crystal-field splits Deff are 2.12 and 2.11 eV for the LSDA
potential and the Xa potential, respectively. According to the
Mulliken population analysis,37 the change in the composi-
tion of the impurity-state orbitals between these calculations
is negligibly small. For example, the change of the Cr-3d
composition in each orbital is less than 0.03%. These results
indicate that for a spin-restricted calculation, the result using
the Xa potential and that using the LSDA potential are es-
sentially the same. Therefore, in the present work, the
impurity-state orbitals obtained by the calculation using the
Xa potential were used for the construction of the Slater
determinants.
C. Ruby and a-Al2O3 :V31
The single-electron energy level of the ~VAl14O48!512
cluster was also calculated using the Xa potential and com-
pared with the result of the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster in Fig. 4.
The positions of the impurity states are closer to the conduc-
tion band in a-Al2O3:V31 than in ruby. Therefore it is ex-
pected that the interaction between the TM-3d orbitals and
the Al-3s , 3p , 3d orbitals is greater in a-Al2O3:V31 than in
ruby while the interaction between the TM-3d orbitals and
the O-2p orbitals is greater in ruby than in a-Al2O3:V31. In
ruby, these ten impurity states are occupied by three elec-
trons. Therefore 10C3 ~5120! Slater determinants were con-
structed and used as the basis functions for the diagonaliza-
tion of the many-electron Hamiltonian. In the case of
a-Al2O3:V31, there are two impurity electrons and
10C2 ~545! Slater determinants were used as the basis func-
tions.
As we have already mentioned, the value of Deff calcu-
lated using the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster using the Xa potential
is 2.11 eV. This is much smaller than the value obtained by
Duan et al.,12 which is approximately 2.5 eV according to
the Fig. 2 in their paper. The value of Deff is related to the
energy of the U band in the optical spectra of ruby. As will
be shown later, our calculation slightly overestimates the
U-band energy. Therefore their value would further overes-
timate the U-band energy. In their calculation, the structural
relaxation around the impurity chromium ion is considered.
However, as will be discussed in Sec. IV C, the consideration
of the relaxation would decrease the value of Deff due to the
slightly longer Cr-O bond lengths. Therefore our results
would further agree with the experimental data. The reason
for this discrepancy is not clear.
FIG. 3. The spin-restricted molecular orbital ~MO! energy levels
of ruby calculated using the clusters ~CrAl7O33!422 ~left!,
~CrAl14O48!512 ~center!, and ~CrAl26O84!872 ~right!. The energies of
the highest occupied molecular orbitals are set at zero. The solid
lines denote the occupied states and the dotted lines denote the
unoccupied states.
FIG. 4. The spin-restricted molecular-orbital ~MO! energy lev-
els of ruby calculated by the LSDA potential using the
~CrAl14O48!512 cluster ~left!, those calculated by the Xa potential
using the same cluster ~center!, and the spin-restricted MO energy
levels of a-Al2O3 :V31 calculated by the Xa potential using the
~VAl14O48!512 cluster ~right!. The energies of the top of the valence
bands are set at zero. The solid lines denote the occupied states and
the dotted lines denote the unoccupied states.
TABLE I. Composition of the Cr-3d orbitals within each
impurity-state orbital ~%! obtained by the three different clusters.
t2g(a) t2g(e) eg(e)
~CrAl7O33!422 91.5 92.9 83.3
~CrAl14O48!512 90.1 91.3 80.5
~CrAl26O84!872 90.3 91.3 80.3
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The effective crystal-field split and the trigonal-field split
were also calculated for a-Al2O3:V31. The value of Deff
calculated using the ~VAl14O48!512 cluster is 2.28 eV, which
is slightly larger than the value for ruby ~2.11 eV!. The
calculated value of the trigonal field split, « t(a)2« t(e) , is
0.02 eV, which is slightly smaller than the value for ruby
~0.03 eV!.
IV. MULTIPLET STRUCTURE OF RUBY
A. Multiplet structure without CC
The multiplet structures of ruby (a-Al2O3:Cr31) calcu-
lated by the three different approaches ~FCZ, DMC, and
CDC! using the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster with no correlation
correction ~NCC! are shown in Fig. 5. The energy of the
ground state (4A2) is set at zero. The peak positions in the
absorption spectra of ruby reported by Fairbank et al.9 are
shown together on the right. Since the ground state is a quar-
tet (4A2), transitions to the quartets, 4T2 , 4T1a , and 4T1b
are allowed by the spin-selection rule and observed as strong
and broad bands. Although transitions to the doublets, 2E ,
2T1 , and 2T2 are forbidden by the spin-selection rule, they
are slightly allowed due to the presence of the spin-orbit
interaction and observed as weak and sharp lines. Each peak
slightly splits due to the trigonal crystal field ~quartets! or
due to the spin-orbit interaction ~doublets! as listed in Table
II. Since the splits due to the trigonal field are quite small,
we mainly discuss the average energy of each state in the Oh
notation for a while. The trigonal-field splits will be dis-
cussed in Sec. IV F with relation to the polarization of the
FIG. 5. The multiplet energy
levels of ruby calculated by the
three different approaches ~FCZ,
DMC, and CDC! using the
~CrAl14O48!512 cluster with no
correlation correction ~NCC!. The
energy of the ground state (4A2)
is set at zero. The peak positions
in the observed absorption spectra
of ruby reported by Fairbank et al.
~Ref. 9! are shown together on the
right.
TABLE II. The multiplet energy levels of ruby ~eV! calculated by the three different approaches ~FCZ,
DMC, and CDC!, with no correlation correction ~NCC! and with the correlation corection ~CC!, together
with the peak positions in the observed absorption spectra of ruby reported by Fairbank et al. CC~LSDA! and
CC(Xa) denote the calculations with the CC factors estimated by the single-electron calculations using the
LSDA potential and the Xa potential, respectively. CC~expt! denote the calculation with the CC factor
estimated from the experimental data. The calculated multiplet energies are averaged within each state in the
Oh notation. For comparison, the results of Ohnishi and Sugano and those of Xia et al. are listed together.
2E(R) 2T1(R8) 2T2(B) 4T2(U) 4T1a(Y ) 4T1b(Y 8)
Experimental 1.79 1.85 2.60 2.23~s! 3.01~s! 4.84~s!
~Fairbank et al.a! 1.79 1.88 2.61 2.28~p! 3.11~p! 4.84~p!
1.88 2.65
Ohnishi and Suganob 1.63 2.27
Xia et al.c 1.83e 2.70
~CrAl7O33!422d FCZ NCC 2.23 2.37 3.45 2.47 3.52 5.28
~CrAl14O48!512 FCZ NCC 2.03 2.27 3.31 2.40 3.45 5.17
~CrAl14O48!512 DMC NCC 2.13 2.29 3.27 2.53 3.61 5.65
~CrAl14O48!512 CDC NCC 2.13 2.29 3.24 2.39 3.41 5.12
~CrAl14O48!512 CDC CC~LSDA! 1.35 1.49 2.24 2.28 3.04 4.73
~CrAl14O48!512 CDC CC(Xa) 1.79 1.94 2.80 2.34 3.26 4.94





eIn the original paper of Xia et al., the calculated spin-flip transition energy 2.29 eV was compared with the
experimental data. However, according to the paper of Ohnishi and Sugano, this value should be multiplied
by 45 to be compared with the R-line energy. Therefore the corrected value is listed here.
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absorption spectra. The calculated multiplet energies of ruby
are also listed in Table II. For comparison, our previous re-
sults using the ~CrAl7O33!422 cluster ~FCZ approach! are
listed together. The multiplet energies calculated by the
~CrAl7O33!422 cluster are slightly higher than those calcu-
lated by the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster ~FCZ approach!. The rea-
son for this overestimation is ascribable to the underestima-
tion of the effect of covalency due to insufficient aluminum
ions. As we have shown previously,21 the energy of the quar-
tets are significantly overestimated in the DMC approach
compared to those in the FCZ approach, although the degen-
eracy of each peak is significantly improved, indicating that
the configuration interactions are taken into account more
appropriately. On the other hand, in the results of the CDC
approach, both the absolute energy and the degeneracy are
reproduced quite well for the quartets. Therefore the CDC
approach is the most effective method among the three ap-
proaches adopted in the present work. The energies of the
doublets are overestimated in all three approaches, due to the
underestimation of the effect of electron correlations.
B. Estimation of CC factor
In order to estimate the correlation correction ~CC! factor,
c, from first principles, the transition energy of the spin-flip
from (t2g ↑)3 to (t2g ↑)2(t2g ↓)1, DE , was calculated by a
spin-unrestricted single-electron calculation. According to
the Slater’s transition state method, DE can be evaluated as
the single-electron energy difference, « t↓-« t↑ , in the
(t2g ↑)2.5(t2g ↓)0.5 configuration.38 For comparison, the cal-
culation was carried out both for the LSDA potential and the
Xa potential. In order to specify the method to estimate the
CC factor, these approaches are denoted as CC~LSDA! and
CC(Xa). The calculated values of DE were 1.54 eV
~LSDA! and 1.98 eV (Xa). Using these values, the values
of c were determined by Eq. ~2.35!. In this case the sum of k
was taken over the four states, 2T2 , 2T1 , 2E , and
4A2 (Sz5 12 ), with the degeneracy of gk53, 3, 2, and 1,
respectively. Since Eq. ~2.35! cannot be analytically solved,
we repeated the procedure of the calculation of the matrix
elements and the diagonalization for gradually changed val-
ues of c, until we got the value of c satisfying Eq. ~2.35!. The
calculation of the matrix elements was carried out by the
CDC approach. The values of c obtained by CC~LSDA! and
by CC(Xa) are 0.646 and 0.844, respectively.
In order to evaluate the validity of the above estimation,
the CC factor was also estimated by fitting to the experimen-
tal data. This approach will be denoted as CC~expt!. The
experimental spin-flip transition energy was evaluated simi-
larly using Eq. ~2.34!, where experimental values listed in
Ref. 9 were used instead of Ek
E(c). The estimated spin-flip
transition energy DE was 1.90 eV, which is closer to the
value obtained by the Xa potential. On the other hand, the
calculation using the LSDA potential significantly underesti-
mates the spin-flip transition energy. In the case of CC~expt!,
the CC factor was calculated by replacing the right hand side
of Eq. ~2.35! by DE estimated above. The obtained value of
c was 0.806, which is also much closer to the value by
CC(Xa) than the value by CC~LSDA!. This result is prob-
ably due to the open shell problem of LDA. It is frequently
pointed out that the total energy obtained by LDA underes-
timates the Coulomb repulsion energy for the open shell sys-
tems with fractional occupancy. In such a case, the correc-
tion to the Coulomb repulsion energy ~U! is sometimes
introduced (LDA1U approximation!.39,40 Therefore the un-
derestimation of the spin-flip transition energy in the calcu-
lation using the LSDA potential is probably arising from the
underestimation of the Coulomb repulsion energy intrinsic to
LDA. On the other hand, the Xa potential tends to overesti-
mate the Coulomb repulsion energy for a system with rela-
tively larger spin polarization, since the correlation between
the electrons with opposite spins is not taken into account
explicitly. Therefore, in the present case, the overestimation
due to the Xa potential and the underestimation due to the
open shell configuration almost canceled. As a result, a sat-
isfactory estimation of the CC factor was achieved by the
calculation using the Xa potential.
C. Multiplet structure with CC
The calculated multiplet structures of ruby including CC
estimated by three different methods, CC~LSDA!, CC(Xa),
FIG. 6. The multiplet energy levels calculated by the CDC approach using the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster including the correlation correction
~CC! estimated by the three different methods. CC~LSDA! and CC(Xa) denote the calculations with the CC factors estimated from the
single-electron calculations using the LSDA potential and the Xa potential, respectively. CC~expt! denotes the calculation with the CC factor
estimated from the experimental data. The energy of the ground state (4A2) is set at zero. The peak positions of the observed absorption
spectrum of ruby reported by Fairbank et al. ~Ref. 9! are shown together on the right.
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and CC~expt!, are shown in Fig. 6. All calculations were
carried out by the CDC approach using the ~CrAl14O48!512
cluster. When CC is taken into account, energies of the dou-
blets, 2E , 2T1 , and 2T2 , decrease significantly in all cases.
As expected from the values of the CC factors, the results of
CC~LSDA! significantly underestimate the doublet energies.
On the other hand, the results of CC(Xa) and CC~expt! well
reproduced the observed values. The difference between the
results of CC(Xa) and CC~expt! is relatively small. There-
fore, in the present paper, the multiplet structure of ruby will
be mainly analyzed based on the results of CC(Xa) and
CC~expt!. The energies of the quartets, 4T2 , 4T1a , and
4T1b , also slightly decrease due to CC, but the changes are
much smaller than those of the doublets. Thus the effect of
electron correlations is much greater in the doublets. The
reason for this is related to the electronic configuration of
these states. The quartets 4T2 , 4T1a , and 4T1b mainly con-
sist of the (t2g)2(eg)1, (t2g)2(eg)1, and (t2g)1(eg)2 configu-
rations, respectively, while the doublets 2E , 2T1 , and 2T2
and the ground state all mainly consist of the (t2g)3 configu-
ration. Therefore the energy of these quartets are dominated
by the value of the crystal-field split Deff while the energy of
these doublets are dominated by the values of the electron-
electron repulsion integrals. Therefore the effect of CC is
greater in the doublets in the present case.
The calculated multiplet energies of ruby including the
three types of CC are also listed in Table II. In the results of
CC(Xa), the peak positions of the observed spectrum are
reproduced quite satisfactorily without referring to any ex-
perimental data. For comparison, the results of single-
electron calculations by Ohnishi and Sugano10 and Xia
et al.11 are listed together. In these calculations, the energies
of only the R line and the U band were evaluated since no
simple relation was obtained between the energies of other
multiplets and the single-electron orbital energies. Our cal-
culation reproduced the R-line energy better than that of
Ohnishi et al. while their calculation reproduced the U-band
energy slightly better than ours. However, considering the
fact that they adopted a simple model cluster consisting of
seven atoms, in which the ligand oxygen ions are located at
regular cubic positions, the good agreement of the U-band
energy in their calculation was probably due to the cancella-
tion of the various approximations. As we have already men-
tioned in Sec. III C, one of the possible reasons for the over-
estimation of the U-band energy is the effect of the structural
relaxation around the impurity chromium ion. It is reported
by several authors that the Cr-O bond lengths in ruby are
slightly longer than the Al-O bond lengths in a-Al2O3.12,41
Thus we roughly estimated the effect of the structural relax-
ation using a small cluster consisting of seven atoms. Since
the structural relaxation mostly occurs in the position of the
nearest-neighbor oxygen ions, we calculated the crystal-field
split for an unrelaxed ~CrO6!92 cluster and a relaxed
~CrO6!92 cluster. The unrelaxed cluster was constructed
based on the crystal data of a-Al2O3. For the construction of
the relaxed cluster, we adopted the results of the pair-
potential calculation reported by Kizler et al.,41 which are
consistent with the extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure
~EXAFS! data reported in the same paper. According to their
calculation, the Cr-O bond lengths are slightly extended to
1.91 and 2.00 Å from the original values of 1.86 and 1.97 Å.
Since the crystal-field split is mostly dominated by the bond
lengths, only the bond lengths were changed in the relaxed
cluster from the unrelaxed cluster and the direction of the
bonds were left unchanged for simplicity. The calculated
value of the crystal-field split for the relaxed cluster is
smaller than that for the unrelaxed cluster by 0.16 eV. There-
fore both the U-band energy and the Y-band energy are ex-
pected to decrease roughly by 0.16 eV. Although the com-
plete analysis of the effect of the structural relaxation is
beyond the scope of the present paper, if the structural relax-
ation is taken into account, the agreement with the experi-
ment will be improved.
D. Effect of covalency
According to the Mulliken population analysis,37 the total
compositions of the 2s , 2p orbitals of the six first-neighbor
O ions are 6.3, 5.0, and 14.3% for the t2g(a), t2g(e), and
eg(e) orbitals, respectively, while the total compositions of
the 3s , 3p , 3d orbitals of the 14 Al ions are 3.0, 3.2, and
4.0% for the t2g(a), t2g(e), and eg(e) orbitals, respectively
as listed in Table III. These results indicate that the degrees
of spatial extension of the t2g and eg states are quite differ-
ent, although they are assumed to be equal in the traditional
ligand-field theory. Such effects were quantitatively analyzed
for the TM impurities doped in semiconductors by Watanabe
and Kamimura.20 For example, in the framework of the
semiempirical ligand-field theory, the values of two Cou-
lomb integrals J@uv#5^uvuguuv& and J@uz#5^uzuguuz&
are equal to each other and expressed in terms of the Racah
parameters as A24B1C ,1 where u and v represent the or-
bitals of the eg symmetry ~e symmetry in Td) and z repre-
sents one of the orbitals of the t2g symmetry (t2 symmetry in
Td). However, they reported that the difference between
these integrals is 1.97 eV in the case of Ni21 in ZnS and
pointed out that to disregard such a large difference could
cause a crucial fault in the interpretation of the optical
spectra.
For the analysis of the effect of covalency, it is useful to
introduce the so-called orbital deformation parameters18,19
defined by
TABLE III. Composition of the atomic orbitals within each
impurity-state orbital ~%! obtained by the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster. O
denotes the total of six first-neighbor oxygen ions, and Al denotes
the total of 14 aluminum ions.
t2g(a) t2g(e) eg(e)
Cr 3d 90.1 91.3 80.5
4s 0.1 0.0 0.0
4p 0.1 0.1 0.6
total 90.3 91.4 81.1
O 2s 0.2 0.1 1.9
2p 6.1 4.9 12.4
total 6.3 5.0 14.3
Al 3s 0.8 1.3 1.3
3p 0.6 0.9 1.5
3d 1.6 1.0 1.2
total 3.0 3.2 4.0
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H le5JMO@egeg#/JAO@egeg#l t5JMO@ t2gt2g#/JAO@ t2gt2g# , ~4.1!
where JAO and JMO are the Coulomb integrals calculated by
the pure atomic orbitals ~AO’s! and those calculated by the
molecular orbitals ~MO’s!, respectively. Since CC is not in-
cluded in JMO , the effective Coulomb integrals are calcu-
lated by multiplying the CC factor c on the above values of
JMO ,
H Jeff@egeg#5cJMO@egeg#Jeff@ t2gt2g#5cJMO@ t2gt2g# . ~4.2!
The orbital deformation parameters are often treated as em-
pirical parameters to be determined by fitting to the experi-
mental data. However, in such a semiempirical analysis, the
effect of CC is also absorbed in the values of l t and le .
Therefore the contributions of covalency and that of electron
correlations are no longer separable.
In order to evaluated the effect of covalency quantita-
tively, we have calculated the value of three Coulomb inte-
grals, J@eg(e)eg(e)# , J@ t2g(a)t2g(a)# , and J@ t2g(e)t2g(e)#
from first principles, using the pure AO’s and the MO’s ob-
tained by the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster. The Coulomb integrals
for the pure AO’s are expressed in terms of the Racah pa-
rameters as JAO@eg(e)eg(e)#5JAO@ t2g(a)t2g(a)#
5JAO@ t2g(e)t2g(e)#5A14B13C . The Racah parameters
can be easily calculated from the radial part of the TM-3d


































The calculated values of the Racah parameters42 are A
520.75 eV, B50.13 eV, and C50.49 eV and the Coulomb
integrals are calculated as JAO@eg(e)eg(e)#
5JAO@ t2g(a)t2g(a)#5JAO@ t2g(e)t2g(e)#522.74 eV. These
Coulomb integrals are also directly calculated using the
MO’s of the impurity states obtained by the ~CrAl14O48!512
cluster. The calculated values are JMO@eg(e)eg(e)#
518.89 eV, JMO@ t2g(a)t2g(a)#520.14 eV, and
JMO@ t2g(e)t2g(e)#520.53 eV. The values of JAO and JMO
are listed in Table IV. Using these values, the orbital defor-
mation parameters are calculated as, le(e)50.831, l t(a)
50.886, and l t(e)50.903, as listed in Table V.
E. Effect of correlation correction
When CC is taken into account, JMO are further multi-
plied by the CC factor c. As listed in Table V, the value of c
evaluated by CC~expt! and CC(Xa) are 0.806 and 0.844,
respectively. For the quantitative analysis of the effect of
CC, the value evaluated by CC~expt! is more appropriate.
Thus we first take the value of c evaluated by CC~expt!.
Then the effective Coulomb integrals are calculated as
Jeff@eg(e)eg(e)#515.2 eV, Jeff@t2g(a)t2g(a)#516.2 eV, and
Jeff@t2g(e)t2g(e)#516.6 eV, as shown in Table IV. Therefore
the Coulomb integrals are significantly reduced due to CC.
The effective Coulomb integrals are also calculated using the
value of c evaluated by CC(Xa). The calculated values are
Jeff@eg(e)eg(e)#516.0 eV, Jeff@t2g(a)t2g(a)#517.0 eV, and
Jeff@t2g(e)t2g(e)#517.3 eV, as shown in Table IV. Although
the effective Coulomb integrals are slightly overestimated,
the difference between the values by CC(Xa) and the values
by CC~expt! is quite small. The values of c indicate that the
effect of CC is slightly greater than the effect of covalency
and cannot be neglected for the theoretical prediction of the
multiplet structure of ruby.
F. Absorption spectra
Using the explicitly obtained many-electron wave func-
tions, the intensities of the electric-dipole transitions in ruby
were calculated by Eq. ~2.36!. The calculations were carried
out by the three different approaches ~FCZ, DMC, and CDC!
using the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster and CC(Xa) was taken into
account in all these calculations. If we set the C3 axis of the
cluster parallel to the z axis, the p spectrum (eiC3) and s
spectrum (e’C3) can be expressed by Iz and 12 (Ix1Iy), re-
spectively, where Ix , Iy , and Iz denote the intensities arising
from the electric vector in the direction of x, y, and z axes,
respectively. The contribution of all final states were
summed and each state was broadened by a Gaussian func-
tion with 0.3 eV full width at half maximum ~FWHM! for
easy comparison with the experimental data.
The calculated absorption spectra of ruby are shown in
Fig. 7 together with the experimental absorption spectra of
ruby at 103 K reported by Fairbank et al.9 In the observed
TABLE IV. Calculated Coulomb integrals ~eV! using the pure
Cr-3d atomic orbitals ~AO! and molecular orbitals ~MO! obtained
by the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster. CC~expt! and CC(Xa) denote the
effective Coulomb integrals calculated by the CC factor estimated
from the experimental data and those calculated by the CC factor
estimated from the single-electron calculation using the Xa poten-
tial, respectively.
AO MO CC~expt! CC(Xa)
J@eg(e)eg(e)# 22.7 18.9 15.2 16.0
J@ t2g(a)t2g(a)# 22.7 20.1 16.2 17.0
J@ t2g(e)t2g(e)# 22.7 20.5 16.6 17.3
TABLE V. The orbital deformation parameters ~l! and the cor-
relation correction factors ~c! calculated using the ~TMAl14O48!512
cluster ~TM5Cr, V!. cexpt and cXa denote the values estimated from
the experimental data and the values estimated from the single-
electron calculation using the Xa potential, respectively.
le(e) l t(a) l t(e) cexpt cXa
~CrAl14O48!512 0.831 0.886 0.903 0.806 0.844
~VAl14O48!512 0.829 0.879 0.898 0.704 0.779
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spectra, the intensity of the U band is greater and the inten-
sity of the Y band is smaller in the s spectrum compared to
the p spectrum. The peak positions in each peak is slightly
different between the p spectrum and the s spectrum since
each T state splits into A and E states due to the trigonal
field. In each peak in the Oh notation, the peak position of
the p spectrum shifts toward the higher energy side com-
pared to the corresponding peak in the s spectrum, indicat-
ing that the A state is above the corresponding E state. In the
observed data, the trigonal splits, EA2EE , for the U band
and the Y band are 0.05 and 0.10 eV, respectively, and no
significant split has been observed for the Y 8 band.
In the calculated results of the FCZ approach shown in
Fig. 7, the anisotropy of the peak intensities for the Y band is
well reproduced. However, the anisotropy of the peak inten-
sities for the U band is inconsistent with the experimental
data. Moreover, contrary to the experimental data, the s
spectrum shifts toward the higher energy side, indicating that
the calculated positions of the energy of the E state is higher
than the corresponding A state. This is also shown in the
values of EA2EE listed in Table VI, which are negative in
all states. Therefore the FCZ approach provide qualitatively
wrong results for the behavior of the trigonal-field splits. On
the other hand, in the results of the DMC approach, the rela-
tive positions of the A and E states are consistent with the
experiment. Thus the anisotropy of the peak positions as well
as the anisotropy of the peak intensities are well reproduced.
The calculated trigonal splits are also shown in Table VI. In
spite of such a good reproduction of the trigonal splits, how-
ever, the absolute energy of each state is significantly over-
estimated. This discrepancy is improved in the results of the
CDC approach shown in the bottom of Fig. 7. In this case,
the absolute energy of each peak is also well reproduced in
addition to the anisotropy of the peak positions and the peak
intensities. The remaining small discrepancy in the absolute
energy is regarded as the effect of the structural relaxation as
discussed in Sec. IV C. The calculated trigonal splits are also
shown in Table VI. The variation of the splits for each band
is in qualitatively good agreement with the observed results.
The calculated oscillator strengths for these transitions are
compared with the experimental values reported by Fairbank
et al.9 and McClure43 in Table VII. Although the calculated
values are somewhat overestimated, they are still almost in
the same order. Therefore the theoretical prediction of the
absolute intensity without referring to any experimental data
were quite satisfactory. One of the reasons for the remaining
small discrepancy is the neglect of the vibrational effect.6
FIG. 7. The intensity of the electric-dipole transition in ruby
calculated by the three different approaches ~FCZ, DMC, and CDC!
using the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster, together with the observed absorp-
tion spectra of ruby reported by Fairbank et al. ~Ref. 9!. The solid
line and the dotted line denote the p spectrum and the s spectrum,
respectively. The p spectrum and the s spectrum are compared in
the same scale. For easy comparison with the observed data, each
state is broadened by a Gaussian function with 0.3-eV full width at
half maximum ~FWHM!.
TABLE VI. The trigonal split EA2EE ~eV! for each state in the
Oh notation calculated by the three different approaches ~FCZ,
DMC, and CDC! using the ~CrAl14O48!512 cluster. For comparison,
the experimental trigonal splits estimated from the difference in the
peak positions between the p spectrum and the s spectrum are also
listed.
U Y Y 8
Experimentala 0.05 0.1 0.0
FCZ 20.09 20.19 20.17
DMC 0.10 0.18 0.02
CDC 0.09 0.20 0.03
aReference 9.
TABLE VII. The oscillator strengths of the electric-dipole tran-
sition calculated by the CDC approach using the ~CrAl14O48!512
cluster, together with the experimental values reported by McClure
and Fairbank et al. ~in units of 1024).
U(p) U(s) Y (p) Y (s) Y 8(p) Y 8(s)
Fairbank et al.a 0.8 2.6 6 4
McClureb 1.3 4.8 10.2 5.9 1.3 1.2
Theoretical 2.3 3.9 25 10 3.7 2.7
aReference 9.
bReference 43.
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V. MULTIPLET STRUCTURE OF a-Al2O3 :V31
A. Multiplet structure without CC
Since in the analysis of ruby, we found that the CDC
approach was the most effective for the theoretical prediction
of the multiplet structure, we adopted this approach for the
calculation of the multiplet structure of a-Al2O3:V31. The
calculated multiplet structures of a-Al2O3:V31 using the
~VAl14O48!512 cluster with no correlation correction ~NCC!
is shown on the left in Fig. 8. Since the ground state 3T1a
splits into the 3T1a(A) and 3T1a(E) states due to the trigo-
nal field, the energy of the 3T1a(A) state is set at zero. The
experimental multiplet energies reported by several
authors43–45 are shown on the right. Since the ground state is
a triplet, the transitions to the triplets, 3T2 , 3T1b , are ob-
served as strong and broad bands, while the transitions to the
singlets, 1T2 , 1E , and 1A1 , are observed as weak and sharp
lines. The calculated multiplet energies are listed in Table
VIII, together with the experimental values. When CC is not
taken into account, the energies of the singlets and the 3T1b
state are significantly overestimated while the energy of the
3T2 state is relatively well reproduced.
B. Estimation of CC factor
The CC factor c was also evaluated for a-Al2O3:V31.
In this case, the spin-flip from (t2g ↑)2 to (t2g ↑)1(t2g ↓)1,
was considered and the transition energy DE was eval-
uated as the single-electron energy difference, « t↓2« t↑ , in
the (t2g ↑)1.5(t2g ↓)0.5 electronic configuration.38 For com-
parison, the calculation was carried out both for the LSDA
potential and the Xa potential. The calculated values of DE
were 0.738 eV ~LSDA! and 0.963 eV (Xa). These values
were also compared with the value estimated by fitting to the
experimental data. Although the observed spectra corre-
sponds to the transition from the 3T1a(A) state, the (t2g ↑)2
configuration corresponds to both the 3T1a(A) and 3T1a(E)
states. Therefore the average energy of the (t2g ↑)2 configu-
ration is not zero. The reported value of the energy separa-
tion between the 3T1a(E) state and the 3T1a(A) state is 850
cm21 ~Ref. 46! and 960 cm21.43 These values are generally
assigned to the components split by the spin-orbit
interaction.13,14 Considering the contribution of the 3T1a(E)
state, the average energy of the (t2g ↑)2 configuration ~;0.07
eV! should be subtracted from the observed values listed in
FIG. 8. The multiplet energy levels calculated by the CDC approach using the ~VAl14O48!512 cluster with no correlation correction
~NCC! and with correlation correction ~CC!. CC(Xa) denotes the calculation with the CC factor estimated from the single-electron
calculation using the Xa potential while CC~expt! denotes the calculation with the CC factor estimated from the experimental data. Since the
ground state 3T1a splits into the A and E states due to the trigonal field, the 3T1a(A) is set at zero. The experimental values reported by
several authors ~Refs. 43–45! are shown together on the right.
TABLE VIII. The multiplet energy levels ~eV! calculated by the CDC approach using the ~VAl14O48!512
cluster with no correlation correction ~NCC! and with the correlation correction ~CC!, together with the
observed multiplet energies of a-Al2O3 :V31 reported by several authors. CC(Xa) denotes the calculation
with the CC factor estimated from the single-electron calculation using the Xa potential while CC~expt!
denotes the calculation with the CC factor estimated from the experimental data. The calculated multiplet
energies are averaged within each state in the Oh notation.
1T2 1E 1A1 3T2 3T1b
Experimental 1.09a 1.21b 2.61a 2.17 ~s!c 3.09 ~s!c
2.16 ~p!c 3.14 ~p!c
~VAl14O48!512 NCC 1.61 1.72 3.41 2.33 3.66
~VAl14O48!512 CC(Xa) 1.28 1.39 2.78 2.35 3.38
~VAl14O48!512 CC~expt! 1.17 1.28 2.55 2.36 3.28
aPryce and Runciman ~Ref. 44!.
bJones and Runciman ~Ref. 45!.
cMcClure ~Ref. 43!.
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Refs. 43–45 before applying Eq. ~2.34!. Then the value of
DE was evaluated to be 0.871 eV, which is also closer to the
value estimated from the calculation using the Xa potential.
Since the calculation by the LSDA potential considerably
underestimates the value of DE , we estimated the CC factor
only for CC(Xa) and CC~expt!. Using these values of DE ,
the value of c was determined by Eq. ~2.35!. In this case, the
sum of k was taken over the four states, 1T2 , 1E , 1A1 , and
3T1a (Sz50), with degeneracy of gk53, 2, 1, and 3, respec-
tively. Since the 3T1a state splits due to the trigonal crystal
field, the average energy of the 3T1a state was taken as the
energy of the (t2g)2 configuration. In the case of CC~expt!,
the right-hand side of Eq. ~2.35! is replaced by DE estimated
above. The obtained values of c were 0.779 and 0.704 for
CC(Xa) and CC~expt!, respectively. These values are also
listed in Table V. In this case, the discrepancy between the
value by CC(Xa) and the value by CC~expt! is slightly
larger than the case of ruby.
C. Multiplet structure with CC
When CC is taken into account, the energies of the sin-
glets, 1T2 , 1E , and 1A1 , significantly decrease as shown in
Fig. 8. Although the triplet energies also decrease, the
changes are relatively small. Therefore the effect of electron
correlations is greater in the singlets than in the triplets. This
is also due to the fact that the energies of these singlets are
dominated by the electron-electron repulsion integrals, while
the energies of these triplets are dominated by the crystal-
field split. In the results of the calculation by CC(Xa), the
multiplet energies are slightly overestimated. However, the
calculated multiplet structure was considerably improved
compared to the results without CC. The slight overestima-
tion of the triplet energies are due to the structural relaxation
as in the case of ruby.
D. Effect of covalency
According to the Mulliken population analysis,37 the total
compositions of the 2s , 2p orbitals of the six first-neighbor
O ions are 5.6, 4.3, and 12.0% for the t2g(a), t2g(e), and
eg(e) orbitals, respectively, while the total compositions of
the 3s , 3p , 3d orbitals of the 14 Al ions are 4.2, 4.3, and
6.1%, for the t2g(a), t2g(e), and eg(e) orbitals, respectively,
as listed in Table IX. As expected from the analysis of the
single-electron energy levels, the Al-3s , 3p , 3d composi-
tion in the impurity states is greater in a-Al2O3:V31 than in
ruby, while the O-2s , 2p composition in the impurity states
is smaller in a-Al2O3:V31 than in ruby. On the other hand,
the pure TM-3d composition of the impurity states is almost
comparable to that in ruby. In order to study the effect of
covalency quantitatively, we also calculated the Coulomb in-
tegrals, J@eg(e)eg(e)# , J@ t2g(a)t2g(a)# , and
J@ t2g(e)t2g(e)# , using the pure TM-3d AO’s and the MO’s
obtained by the ~VAl14O48!512 cluster. The Racah parameters
calculated using the radial part of the pure V-3d AO’s ~Ref.
42! are A519.57 eV, B50.13 eV, and C50.46 eV and the
Coulomb integrals are calculated as JAO@eg(e)eg(e)#
5JAO@ t2g(a)t2g(a)# 5 JAO@ t2g(e)t2g(e)# 5 A14B13C
521.47 eV. On the other hand, the Coulomb integrals cal-
culated using the MO’s of the impurity-state orbitals ob-
tained by the ~VAl14O48!512 cluster are JMO@eg(e)eg(e)#
517.80 eV, JMO@ t2g(a)t2g(a)#518.88 eV, and
JMO@ t2g(e)t2g(e)#519.27 eV, as listed in Table X. Using
these values, the orbital deformation parameters are calcu-
lated as, le(e)50.829, l t(a)50.879, and l t(e)50.898 as
listed in Table V. Therefore the effect of covalency is com-
parable to that in ruby.
E. Effect of correlation correction
For the quantitative analysis of the effect of CC, the ef-
fective Coulomb integrals are calculated using the value of c
estimated by CC~expt!. The calculated values are
Jeff@eg(e)eg(e)#512.5 eV, Jeff@t2g(a)t2g(a)#513.3 eV, and
Jeff@t2g(e)t2g(e)#513.6 eV as listed in Table X. Therefore the
Coulomb integrals are reduced significantly due to CC.
These Coulomb integrals are also calculated using the value
of c estimated by CC(Xa). The calculated values are
Jeff@eg(e)eg(e)#513.9 eV, Jeff@t2g(a)t2g(a)#514.7 eV, and
Jeff@t2g(e)t2g(e)#515.0 eV, as also listed in Table X. Since the
value of c is much smaller than the values of l, the effect of
CC is much greater than the effect of covalency, in this case.
Therefore the consideration of CC is quite important for the
theoretical prediction of the multiplet structure of
a-Al2O3:V31. The value of c for a-Al2O3:V31 is slightly
smaller than the value obtained for ruby.
TABLE IX. Composition of the atomic orbitals within each
impurity-state orbital ~%! obtained by the ~VAl14O48!512 cluster. O
denotes the total of six first-neighbor oxygen ions, and Al denotes
the total of 14 aluminum ions.
t2g(a) t2g(e) eg(e)
V 3d 89.6 90.9 80.4
4s 0.1
4p 0.2 0.1 0.7
total 89.9 91.0 81.1
O 2s 0.2 0.1 2.0
2p 5.4 4.2 10.0
total 5.6 4.3 12.0
Al 3s 1.1 1.8 2.6
3p 0.8 1.1 2.0
3d 2.3 1.4 1.5
total 4.2 4.3 6.1
TABLE X. Calculated Coulomb integrals ~eV! using the pure
V-3d atomic orbitals ~AO! and molecular orbitals ~MO! obtained
by the ~VAl14O48!512 cluster. CC~expt! and CC(Xa) denote the
effective Coulomb integrals calculated by the CC factor estimated
from the experimental data and those calculated by the CC factor
estimated from the single-electron calculation using the Xa poten-
tial, respectively.
AO MO CC~expt! CC(Xa)
J@eg(e)eg(e)# 21.5 17.8 12.5 13.9
J@ t2g(a)t2g(a)# 21.5 18.9 13.3 14.7
J@ t2g(e)t2g(e)# 21.5 19.3 13.6 15.0
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F. Absorption spectra
The intensities of the electric-dipole transitions in
a-Al2O3:V31 were also calculated by Eq. ~2.36!. The calcu-
lations were carried out by the CDC approach with CC(Xa)
using the ~VAl14O48!512 cluster ~Fig. 9!. In this case, the
ground state 3T1a splits into the A and E states and the en-
ergy separation between these states43.46 ~;0.11 eV! is much
greater than kT even in the room temperature, where k and T
denote the Boltzmann constant and the temperature. There-
fore we considered only the transition from the 3T1a(A)
state for the calculation of the absorption spectra. Each level
was broadened by a Gaussian function with 0.3 eV FWHM
for easy comparison with the experimental data.
The calculated results are compared with the absorption
spectra of a-Al2O3:V31 at 77 K reported by McClure.43 In
the observed spectra, the intensity for the 3T1b state is much
stronger in the p spectrum compared to the s spectrum,
whereas the intensities for the 3T2 state are almost compa-
rable in both spectra. In the s spectrum, the position of the
3T2 state shift toward the lower energy side, while that of the
3T1b state shift toward the higher energy side compared to
the p spectrum.
In the calculated spectra, the transition to the 3T1b state is
much stronger in the p spectrum than in the s spectrum,
which is qualitatively consistent with the experimental data,
although the intensity ratio of the p spectrum to the s spec-
trum for this state is considerably overestimated. On the
other hand, the calculated intensity for the 3T2 state is much
stronger in the p spectrum than in the s spectrum, which is
opposite to the experimental data. In the calculated results,
the peak positions shift toward the higher energy side both
for the 3T2 state and for the 3T1b state in the s spectrum.
Therefore both the intensity and the peak position are con-
sistent with the experimental data for the 3T1b state while
neither of them are consistent with the experimental data for
the 3T2 state. This anomalous polarization has been pointed
out by several authors and discussed with relation to the
dynamic Jahn-Teller effect in the 3T2 state47 or in the 3T1a
state.48 However, its origin has not been clearly explained
yet. The peaks for the 3T2 state in the p spectrum and the s
spectrum are conventionally assigned to the 3T2(E) compo-
nents split by the spin-orbit interaction rather than the
3T2(A) and 3T2(E) states,13,14 however, these assignments
are still rather uncertain. Therefore more precise analysis in-
cluding the spin-orbit interaction and the dynamic Jahn-
Teller effect is quite necessary for the complete understand-
ing of the optical spectra of a-Al2O3:V31.
The calculated trigonal splits for the triplets, EE2EA , are
0.19, 0.06, and 0.03 eV for 3T1a , 3T2 , and 3T1b , respec-
tively, as shown in Table XI, together with the observed
values by McClure.43 As shown in the table, the behavior of
the trigonal splits in the 3T1a and 3T1b states was qualita-
tively well reproduced. The experimental value of the split in
the 3T2 state is not listed since as mentioned above, the
assignment of the peaks for the 3T2 state is still ambiguous.
The calculated oscillator strengths are compared with the
experimental values obtained by McClure in Table XII. The
values for the p spectrum are somewhat overestimated,
while the values for the s spectrum agree well with the ex-
perimental values. Although the split of the 3T1a state is
relatively large, the transitions from the 3T1a(E) state could
influence the absorption spectrum above the temperature
comparable to d/k (;1300 K), where d is the trigonal split
in the 3T1a state (d;0.11 eV). The number of the V31 ion
in the 3T1a(A) state NA and that in the 3T1a(E) state NE at
finite temperature can be expressed as
H NA~T !5 Nt /@112 exp~2d/kT !#
NE~T !52Ntexp~2d/kT !/@112 exp~2d/kT !# ,
~5.1!
where Nt is the total number of the V31 ions @Nt5NA(T)
1NE(T)# . Therefore the temperature dependence of the in-
tensity can be expressed as
FIG. 9. The intensity of the electric-dipole transition in
a-Al2O3 :V31 calculated by the CDC approach using the
~VAl14O48!512 cluster, together with the observed absorption spec-
trum reported by McClure ~Ref. 43!. The solid line and the dotted
line denote the p spectrum and the s spectrum, respectively. The p
spectrum and the s spectrum are compared in the same scale. For
easy comparison with the observed data, each state is broadened by
a Gaussian function with 0.3-eV full width at half maximum
~FWHM!.
TABLE XI. The trigonal split EE2EA ~eV! for each state in the
Oh notation calculated by the CDC approach using the
~VAl14O48!512 cluster. For comparison, the experimental trigonal
splits estimated from the difference in the peak positions between
the p spectrum and the s spectrum are also listed.
3T1a 3T2 3T1b
Experimentala 0.11 0.05
Theoretical 0.19 0.06 0.03
aReference 43.





112 exp~2d/kT ! , ~5.2!
where a is the ratio of the intensity from the 3T1a(E) state to
that from the 3T1a(A) state (a5IE /IA). McClure estimated
the value of a from the observed temperature dependence of
the intensity for the 3T2 state and obtained a56. In the
results of the present calculation, a5(6.914.4)/(4.610.8)
52.1. Although the predicted value of a is somewhat smaller
than the experimental value, the increase of intensity at
higher temperature could be qualitatively predicted by the
first-principles calculation.
VI. CONCLUSION
The multiplet structures of ruby and a-Al2O3:V31 have
been calculated from first principles by a hybrid method of
the density-functional theory ~DFT! and the configuration
interaction ~CI! calculation ~DFT-CI approach!. The
impurity-state orbitals were calculated by the spin-restricted
density-functional calculation. The many-electron Hamil-
tonian was diagonalized within the subspace spanned by the
Slater determinants constructed from these impurity-state or-
bitals. For the calculation of the matrix elements, three dif-
ferent approaches were compared. First was a method pro-
posed by Fazzio, Caldas, and Zunger,18,19 where the single-
electron mean-field effects were formally separated form the
many-electron effects ~FCZ approach!. Second was a
method, where the matrix elements were calculated directly
using the explicit effective Hamiltonian obtained by Wa-
tanabe and Kamimura 20 ~DMC approach!. The third was a
combined method of the FCZ approach and the DMC ap-
proach, where the configuration-dependent correction ~CDC!
similar to the FCZ approach was added to the matrix ele-
ments of the DMC approach. The characteristics of these
approaches were investigated by calculation of the multiplet
structure of ruby. In the FCZ approach, the absolute energy
of each state was well reproduced but the split of each state
due to the trigonal field could not be reproduced even quali-
tatively due to the octahedral approximation and the neglect
of the off-diagonal elements for the matrix elements of the
effective single-electron Hamiltonian. In the DMC approach,
the trigonal-field splits were consistent with the experimental
data but the absolute energies of the quartets were signifi-
cantly overestimated. In the CDC approach, both the abso-
lute energy and the trigonal splits were well reproduced.
However, the energies of the doublets or singlets could not
be reproduced by simple CI calculations. This was due to the
underestimation of the effect of electron correlations.
Although the basic multiplet structure can be reproduced
by the diagonalization within the subspace spanned by the
Slater determinants constructed from the impurity-state or-
bitals, the number of the Slater determinants in this subspace
is not sufficient to describe the electron correlation effects
accurately. Therefore in the present work, the correlation
correction ~CC! factor was introduced to take into account
the remaining effect of electron correlations. In the DFT-CI
approach, the CC factor can be estimated by the consistency
between the spin-unrestricted single-electron DFT calcula-
tion and the multiplet calculation. For comparison, the spin-
unrestricted DFT calculation was carried out using the
LSDA potential proposed by Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair27,28
and the Slater’s Xa potential.26 In order to evaluate the va-
lidity of these estimations, the CC factor was also estimated
from the experimental data and compared with the theoreti-
cal values. Surprisingly, the value by the Xa potential agrees
with the value estimated from the experimental data much
better than the value by the LSDA potential. This is probably
due to the open-shell problem of LDA. Since in the calcula-
tion based on LDA, the electron-electron repulsion energy in
the open-shell system with fractional occupancy tend to be
underestimated and additional correction to the electron-
electron repulsion energy is frequently introduced (LDA
1U approximation39,40!. On the other hand, the Xa potential
tend to overestimate the electron-electron repulsion energy,
since the correlation between the electrons with opposite
spins is not taken into account explicitly. Therefore in the
case of the Xa potential, the overestimation of the electron-
electron repulsion due to the Xa potential cancels with the
intrinsic underestimation of the electron-electron repulsion in
LDA. As a result, the CC factors were estimated well by the
calculation using the Xa potential. In fact, the estimation of
the CC factor using the Xa potential proved to be quite
effective for the theoretical prediction of the multiplet struc-
tures in various materials such as Be3Al2~SiO3!6 :Cr31
~emerald!,49 YAG:Cr41,50 or Mg2SiO4:Cr41.50 However,
these good agreements are somewhat accidental and the de-
velopment of more appropriate methodology for the estima-
tion of the CC factor is quite important.
The effect of covalency and the effect of electron corre-
lations on the multiplet structure were analyzed by evaluat-
ing the orbital deformation parameter and the CC factor. For
a quantitative analysis, the CC factor estimated from the ex-
perimental data was also used as well as the value estimated
from the calculation using the Xa potential. In both ruby and
a-Al2O3:V31, the effect of CC was greater than the effect of
covalency, indicating that the effect of CC is more important
for the theoretical prediction of the multiplet structure.
In the DFT-CI calculation, the many-electron wave func-
tions are obtained explicitly as linear combination of the
Slater determinants. Thus we calculated the intensity of the
electric-dipole transition arising from the trigonal distortion
of the many-electron wave functions. In the case of ruby, the
variation of the peak positions and the peak intensities be-
tween the p spectrum and the s spectrum was reproduced
quite well from first principles. In the case of a-Al2O3:V31,
the polarization of the 3T1b state could be reproduced quali-
TABLE XII. The oscillator strengths of the electric-dipole tran-
sition calculated by the CDC approach using the ~VAl14O48!512
cluster, together with the experimental values reported by McClure
~in units of 1024). In addition to the transitions from the 3T1a(A)
state, the transitions from the 3T1a(E) state were also calculated
and listed.
Initial state 3T2(p) 3T2(s) 3T1b(p) 3T1b(s)
Experimentala 3T1a(A) 0.27 0.36 5.6 1.6
Theoretical 3T1a(A) 4.6 0.8 52 2.0
Theoretical 3T1a(E) 6.9 4.4 14 6.8
aReference 43.
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tatively, however, the results for the 3T2 state were incon-
sistent with the experimental data, probably due to the ne-
glect of the other effects such as the spin-orbit interaction or
the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect. The temperature dependence
of the intensity for the 3T2 state was predicted by the theo-
retical intensity ratio of the transitions from the 3T1a(E)
state to those from the 3T1a(A) state and the result was
qualitatively consistent with the experimental results. How-
ever, a more detailed calculation is necessary for the com-
plete understanding of the optical spectra of a-Al2O3:V31.
The advantages of the DFT-CI calculation compared to
the traditional analysis based on the ligand-field theory can
be summarized as follows. ~1! The multiplet structures of the
TM ions in crystals can be predicted without referring to any
experimental data. ~2! The effect of covalency and the effect
of electron correlations can be evaluated quantitatively. ~3!
The various physical quantities such as the transition prob-
abilities can be calculated directly using the explicitly ob-
tained many-electron wave functions. ~4! The electronic
structures of many-ion systems can be easily analyzed in the
same way.51
Among these advantages, the last one is quite important,
since many-ion systems cannot be analyzed at all by the
traditional ligand-field theory. Such analysis will be quite
effective to clarify the ion-ion interactions such as the
energy-transfer mechanism within various solid-state laser
materials including different impurity ions.
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